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The Iraqi Christ Hassan Blasim
From legends of the desert to horrors of the forest, Blasim’s stories blend the fantastic with the everyday, the surreal with the all-too-real. Taking his cues from Kafka, his prose shines a dazzling light into the dark absurdities of Iraq’s recent past and the torments of its countless refugees.
The Iraqi Christ | Hassan Blasim
This item: The Iraqi Christ by Hassan Blasim Paperback $15.11. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. The Madman of Freedom Square by Hassan Blasim Paperback $11.23. In stock. Ships from and sold by Book Depository US.
The Iraqi Christ: Hassan Blasim: 9781905583522: Amazon.com ...
Hassan Blasim’s “The Iraqi Christ” contains 14 short stories set in Iraq or Finland or in some cases I don’t know where (it’s not important). The title story itself (The Iraqi Christ) is about a soldier who can predict the future and as a result is given the nickname “Christ”, of course he is on Could you possibly imagine Gabriel Garcia Marquez being in Iraq?
The Iraqi Christ by Hassan Blasim - Goodreads
Hassan Blasim, author of the acclaimed debut collection The Madman of Freedom Square, returns with 14 more stories of profane lyricism, skewed symbolism and macabre romanticism.
The Iraqi Christ by Hassan Blasim – review | Fiction | The ...
The Iraqi Christ - Kindle edition by Blasim, Hassan, Wright, Jonathan. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading The Iraqi Christ.
The Iraqi Christ - Kindle edition by Blasim, Hassan ...
The Iraqi Christ is his second collection of short fiction, the first being The Madman of Freedom Square, both translated into English by Jonathan Wright. Blasim has been called, ‘the best writer...
The Iraqi Christ, by Hassan Blasim - review | The Spectator
The Iraqi Christ. by Hassan Blasim. WINNER of the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize, 2014. Read more here. Read about the translator, Jonathan Wright, here. A soldier with the ability to predict the future finds himself blackmailed by an insurgent into the ultimate act of terror…. Fleeing a robbery, a Baghdad shopkeeper falls into a deep hole, at the bottom of which sits a djinni and the corpse of a soldier from a completely different war….
The Iraqi Christ - Comma Press
Hassan Blasim is an Iraqi-born film director and writer. He writes in Arabic. He is a citizen of Finland. Blasim went to Finland as a refugee in 2004 after getting in trouble when making the film The Wounded Camera in the Kurdish area in northern Iraq. He made four short films for the Finnish broadcasting company Yle. His short story collection The Madman of Freedom Square was long-listed for the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize in 2010. His book The
Iraqi Christ, translated from Arabic to Engl
Hassan Blasim - Wikipedia
Hassan Blasim is an Iraqi-born author who writes in Arabic. Since 2004, he has lived in Finland. The Madman of Freedom Square was published by Comma Press in 2009. It was long-listed for the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize in 2010.
About | Hassan Blasim
Blasim’s first novel is faithful to the style he adopted in his earlier collections of short stories.” “Compared to Blasim’s earlier works, Allah99 is clearly more coherent and all-encompassing. Blasim welds masterfully together the novel’s fragmented, chaotic form and its themes and general message.
Hassan Blasim | مسالب نسح
The Iraqi Christ by Blasim, Hassan (February 28, 2013) Paperback on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Iraqi Christ by Blasim, Hassan (February 28, 2013) Paperback
The Iraqi Christ by Blasim, Hassan (February 28, 2013 ...
'The Iraqi Christ' is the second collection of Hassan Blasim's stories to be published in English. As with its predecessor, 'The Madman of Freedom Square', most of the fourteen stories here originally appeared in Arabic on the web. The translator once again is Jonathan Wright.
The Iraqi Christ: Amazon.co.uk: Hassan Blasim ...
Hassan Blasim, winner of the 2014 Independent foreign fiction prize. Exiled Iraqi author Hassan Blasim's portrayal of his country as a "surrealist inferno" in his short story collection The Iraqi...
Exiled Iraqi is first Arab winner of UK's top prize for ...
Buy The Iraqi Christ by Blasim, Hassan, Wright, Jonathan online on Amazon.ae at best prices. Fast and free shipping free returns cash on delivery available on eligible purchase.
The Iraqi Christ by Blasim, Hassan, Wright, Jonathan ...
And - to me, the real value in making the effort at Blasim's stories (via Jonathan Wright's translation) is having a better understanding for the Iraqi experience of the last decade and more. Only a couple of the stories directly involve the US occupation, and they provide a window into the Iraqi people that our own media and writers simply can ...
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Iraqi Christ
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Iraqi Christ by Blasim, Hassan (2013) at Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Iraqi Christ by Blasim ...
A multiple PEN award winner, he is the author of The Corpse Exhibition, which won a number of awards, and The Iraqi Christ, which won the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize in 2014, making Blasim the first Arabic writer to win that award. He lives in Finland.
Iraq + 100 | Hassan Blasim | Macmillan
“The Iraqi Christ” is Blasim’s second collection, following on the heels of his “Madman of Freedom Square” (2010). His first collection, which was also translated by Jonathan Wright, was longlisted for the UK’s International Foreign Fiction award.
Iraqi writer Hassan Blasim has too many stories to tell ...
Hassan Blasim (s. 1973 Bagdad, Irak) on irakilaissyntyinen suomalainen arabiaksi kirjoittava kirjailija, näytelmäkirjailija ja elokuvaohjaaja. Blasim muutti Suomeen 2004 jouduttuaan ohjaustensa vuoksi vaikeuksiin Irakissa. Hän on šiialaistaustainen ateisti. Blasim on valmistunut Irakissa elokuvaohjaajaksi.
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